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  Jattention to the quality of care is a relatively new policy concern … nevertheless, 
innovation in this area appears promising, and many changes, such as those designed to reduce 
medical injuries and decrease the provision of unnecessary care, stand to improve the cost
effectiveness of healthcare delivery’+5  
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What is the impact of risk management processes on clinical negligence claims across 
acute NHS trusts? 
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(ii) Quality Management Literature< 7	
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(iii) Innovation Literature: ,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(iv) Insurance Literature< B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Jthe hospital must resolve the principalagent problem that may arise between itself and 
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‘it is a notoriously ineffective signal since litigation is not related in any simple way to the quality of 
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(b) Separate Risk Management Standards for each Type of NHS Organisation 
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Jif the literature on the objectives of hospitals agree on a central point, 
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Jprocess of steering the overall functioning and effective performance of a hospital, 
by defining the hospital’s mission, setting its objectives, and supporting and monitoring their realization 
at the operational level?+,
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  Jframework through which NHS organisations are accountable for continuously improving the 
quality of their services and … creating an environment in which excellence in clinical care will 
flourish?+ ,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Objective 1 To Explore the Determinants of the NHSLA Risk Management Levels Achieved 
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Objective 2 To Assess the Level of Discretion Available to NHS Trust Managers To 
Influence it’s NHSLA Risk Management Level 
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Objective 3 To Analyse the Impact of NHSLA Risk Management Processes on 
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Objective 4 To Propose a Model Highlighting the Effect of Risk Management 
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 Factors Linked to a Trust’s 
Desired Risk Type  
 Governance Structure 
 Financial Strength 
 Other Factors  
 
Factors linked to a trust’s 
Actual Risk Type 
 Other Factors 
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• Impact of Risk Management Level on Claims Management Questions< ,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‘there is certainly a balance to be struck for trusts with a divisional structure between the central team 
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 . ‘trusts had to have CNST level one and Risk Pooling Scheme for 



























‘Obtaining FT status gave us a good governance structure which helped when applying for risk 
management level increases’            Northumbria Trust 
‘After achieving FT status, the board now felt it should be taking risk assessments seriously and seek to 
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	&‘public and staff governors 
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‘Achieving level three was a strategic objective of the trust, and while the previous move to level two 
might have been largely motivated by the desire to get the reduction in premium, the move to level three 
was balanced by the benefits of having safer systems this time – these now outweigh the financial 




‘It was a priority at board level to get to level three … to demonstrate that the trust’s safety and quality 
agenda was in place and was embedded across the trust’ 
3			34:,	

‘There is the financial incentive but it’s about more than that i.e. reputation and safety at the trust’ 












































‘Reputation is a huge issue in the NHS; some chief executives have lost their jobs because of 
reputational issues, and a lot of adverse publicity can come out of this. So the NHS is probably quite 
sensitive to reputational issues, and in addition, because other organisations such as the Care Quality 
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Commission or Monitor look at the NHSLA risk management levels, this feeds into the overall 
reputational picture, and how they are seen by other bodies. In addition, a lot of people make 
comparisons / benchmarks within the system, and people don’t want to be seen to be at the bottom and 
there may be some peer pressure here.  … So reputation can be a big issue when you have patient choice 
as perhaps people will make decisions based on this rather than for a well defined clinical decision’. 
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‘With the increased priority on funding constraints and cost cutting as a whole, there is more of a focus 




‘There also was the financial incentive – the 10% discount on the premium was substantial and this 





‘There is a financial incentive – the maternity department has taken on two obstetricians to enhance the 
quality of care on the back of savings made when progressing to level two’   
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‘we had spent a lot of time reconfiguring our 
policies and our risk management framework to meet the new standards and we felt in a strong position 






 ‘the work put into the level two pilot made the trust feel that they were not that far off 
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 Jabsurd as the three 
levels are inextricably linked and the way you progress from one level to the next is more effectively 












































‘central to people’s consciousness in the trust’-	

‘team based approach to 
embracing change’+ ; 
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 ‘it was not his assessment, it was the staff’s 
assessment and he just facilitated the process of getting from A to B as a lot of the individuals were 
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	&‘get success is to have change being driven by the clinical staff  this is also the way 
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  	  	   Jmore positive viewpoint of the 
relevance of standards was realised especially among clinicians and clinical staff – prior to this, it was 
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-‘it is not to say it is easier to 
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‘often don’t see the benefit of the NHSLA risk management 
levels and if they have a very strong influence in the trust, it can reduce the chances of risk management 
level increases’+
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-Jsome trusts are constantly being restructured so they constantly have to 
look at their policies and processes before they can implement them and move up a level. This is 
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impacted on how quickly we can apply for a risk management level two assessment; after 
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 . ‘we felt there was inconsistency from the NHSLA assessors – the 
























‘the NHSLA works hard to avoid it despite the fact that the assessment process does 
have a degree of subjectivity particularly at the higher levels’+ 4 







trusts have the same assessor throughout, while others have experienced changes – 

















• (&		-Jother trusts may not see the NHSLA risk management level as a priority and 















• :	-Jsome trusts don’t want to take the risk of looking for higher levels as if it goes wrong, 
they can end up back at level zero, so perhaps they are doing their own risk assessment and 
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deciding that it is too risky – it is preferable to do the minimum and maintain level one status 
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Viewpoint A  Additional Financial Investments Made 
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Jexperience needed to achieve 
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  ‘the trust could also afford the additional 
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 Jis already 
looking at the possibilities of using some money that is available within the team to recruit on a 
temporary basis a person to help influence the process for NHSLA assessments’.

Viewpoint B  No Additional Financial Investments Made 
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	 	  ‘the work 
was part of everybody’s normal role’ , @	
 ,	
?*  ‘there were sufficient staff in the 
governance and administrative departments to enable the trust to progress to level two without 
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‘additional financial investments would have 
been of enormous benefit but it wasn’t available – had it been available, it would have been spent to help 
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‘not just about documentation – at levels two and three, 
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 & ‘being on a rollercoaster – some elements we were confident 
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 ‘It is a very prescriptive process – one can get upset by the pedanticness of the report  If your policy 
doesn’t contain what the criteria require, you will fail; If the evidence doesn’t support what you say you 




‘It is rather frustrating as an exercise in terms of having to prove precisely what is in the standard – it is 




‘On the day of the assessment, 50 standards were assessed by two assessors over two days – it works out 
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&‘bit of a rest for 12 months after achieving level two as 
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 ‘involves coming up with targets, 
identifying where we are going to report to, who will be involved in the process, identifying what action 














‘level three is achievable if you have the right policy and have the right implementation’+;
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Jnew level four could be created or else the current level three will probably be amended 
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	 		&  ‘achieving level three doesn’t give an assurance on quality – one can have 

































































‘Trusts with good risk management systems should have lower claims and 





‘A likely impact of achieving level three status is lower future claims and 
this trend will be more pronounced once a trust starts to ensure that 








‘Risk management levels should influence claims levels although this is 






‘Even staff who felt the standards were very bureaucratic would agree that 
they contain things a trust should be working towards i.e. if you have good 






‘Achieving a risk increase should have a positive effect on claims, and this 
effect could be expected within six months. Claims can also be better 
defended against as we now have policies and documentation in place. 
However, as a children’ trust, claims can take up to 25 years to emerge so 













‘Claims did fall for us in the year after the risk increase, but this was more 
to do with the culture of the trust in dealing with adverse events than the 








‘There is not a direct correlation between having a policy in place and 
having a culture of safety in an organisation. Furthermore, it should also 
be noted that one does not have to be strong in all areas to secure a risk 
management level increase– one may be weak in an area which is critical 
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- Jone can never really prove 




Jyou can have two identical issues and yet one person claims, and the other does not; one 
can never really allow for this. There can also be solicitor firms who target hospitals with 
advertisements such as ‘have you been injured at this hospital?’ … this shows that claims can be a very 
difficult measure to relate to risk management levels’+ 4 

















Jtrusts at higher risk management levels are better placed to manage claims – this does not mean that it 
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‘have some say in the decision on whether claims are settled or taken to court but is guided by the 
NHSLA Claims Manager for each particular case’+ 4 	  
   ‘NHLSA will give 
advice on what level of settlement should be offered given the quantum of risk, the degree of harm, loss 
of earnings etc quantified in the claim. However if the trust is unhappy with the potential level of 
settlement to be offered, we can discuss this with the NHSLA Claims Manager and potentially agree 













Jclaims management is a remit for 
the board of directors at the trust – in other words, an improvement in claims payment could be viewed 
as good trust management’+;C	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‘really just gathers information on claims for the NHSLA who then manage it from there.’ ;
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that it takes money to be able to demonstrate that you are implementing; this is not to say that the 
assessments cost money but doing what you are doing and demonstrating it does cost money, and if you 
are struggling financially with resources / staff, this is difficult’+ ; 
	  
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Cash Flow Statement Variables 
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(b) Individual Claims Data Accessed Through CRIS at the University of Nottingham 
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Factors Influencing a Trust’s Actual 
Risk Type 
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(a) Achieving foundation trust status is significantly linked with higher risk management levels 
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(d) Teaching trusts are significantly associated with higher risk management levels 
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(e) Acute trusts in the London region are less likely to obtain risk management level increases 
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(f) ‘Involvement in Merger Activity’, ‘Prior Levels of Clinical Negligence Claims’, and ‘Lagged 
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Note that the amalgamated or consolidated trust is shown first and the trusts which merged / 
dissolved to form this larger organisation are indented underneath. The year column refers to 
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Pooled Model    Panel Data Model 
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